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SUMMARY A model extraction attack is a security issue in deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs). Information on a trained DNN model is an attractive
target for an adversary not only in terms of intellectual property but also
of security. Thus, an adversary tries to reveal the sensitive information
contained in the trained DNN model from machine-learning services. Pre-
vious studies on model extraction attacks assumed that the victim provides
a machine-learning cloud service and the adversary accesses the service
through formal queries. However, when a DNN model is implemented on
an edge device, adversaries can physically access the device and try to re-
veal the sensitive information contained in the implemented DNN model.
We call these physical model extraction attacks model reverse-engineering
(MRE) attacks to distinguish them from attacks on cloud services. Power
side-channel analyses are often used in MRE attacks to reveal the inter-
nal operation from power consumption or electromagnetic leakage. Previ-
ous studies, including ours, evaluated MRE attacks against several types of
DNN processors with power side-channel analyses. In this paper, informa-
tion leakage from a systolic array which is used for the matrix multiplica-
tion unit in the DNN processors is evaluated. We utilized correlation power
analysis (CPA) for the MRE attack and reveal weight parameters of a DNN
model from the systolic array. Two types of the systolic array were im-
plemented on field-programmable gate array (FPGA) to demonstrate that
CPA reveals weight parameters from those systolic arrays. In addition, we
applied an extended analysis approach called “chain CPA” for robust CPA
analysis against the systolic arrays. Our experimental results indicate that
an adversary can reveal trained model parameters from a DNN accelera-
tor even if the DNN model parameters in the off-chip bus are protected
with data encryption. Countermeasures against side-channel leaks will be
important for implementing a DNN accelerator on a FPGA or application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC).
key words: model extraction attack, deep neural networks, correlation
power analysis, systolic array

1. Introduction

A deep neural network (DNN) has been applied to various
machine-learning services. A DNN training requires a large
dataset, computation resources, and expertise. Also, infor-
mation on the trained DNN model provides a method of re-
vealing sensitive training data [1], [2] and deceiving the in-
ference [3], [4]. Therefore, information on a trained DNN
model is an attractive target for an adversary not only in
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terms of intellectual property but also of security.
Model extraction attacks are security issues in DNNs.

In such attacks, an adversary tries to train a local model that
achieves equivalent accuracy to the target model or to re-
veal information of the target model, such as the model ar-
chitecture and hyperparameters. Previous studies on model
extraction attacks assumed that the victim provides a ma-
chine learning cloud service, and the adversary accesses the
service through formal queries [5], [6]. On the other hand,
some DNN execution environments are transitioning to edge
devices due to privacy protection demand and real-time pro-
cessing.

When a DNN is executed on edge devices, the adver-
sary can physically access the device and try an invasive
or non-invasive physical attack to reveal the DNN model
information. We call these physical model extraction at-
tacks model reverse-engineering (MRE) attacks to distin-
guish them from attacks on cloud services.

Memory bus tapping is one of the most straightforward
of MRE attacks, but the DNN model can be protected by
model parameter encryption. Hua et al. proposed an MRE
attack for revealing the DNN structure by exploiting the
memory and timing side-channels, even with data encryp-
tion [7]. Wang et al. proposed an architecture of a secure
DNN accelerator that contains model parameter and proces-
sor instruction encryption [8]. It provides secure off-chip
memory access to the DNN accelerator chip and is a coun-
termeasure against attacks based on the memory access pat-
tern.

In the previous studies, including ours, MRE attacks
against several types of DNN processors have been evalu-
ated with power side-channel analyses. Batina et al. high-
lighted the potential vulnerabilities of software embedded
neural networks [9]. They measured information leakage
with power side-channel analysis against an ARM 8-bit
MCU. They revealed a target neural network model struc-
ture by simple electromagnetic (EM) analysis and the model
parameters by correlation EM analysis (CEMA). We mea-
sured information leakage from an 8-bit DNN processing
element (PE) which is implemented on field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) [10]. The PE consists of one multiplier
and adder, and some registers, and calculates matrix multi-
plication serially. We attacked the PE with CEMA and in-
dicated information leakage from a register that stores an
intermediate sum of matrix multiplication. In the practi-
cal DNN accelerators, many PEs are usually implemented
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and run in parallel. Power analysis against target PE among
multiple PEs get difficult because the noise from other PEs
decrease the signal to noise ratio of information leakage
from the target PE. We have already started to investigate
power analysis against practical DNN accelerator architec-
ture called systolic array [11]. The systolic array is one of
the matrix multiplication circuits architectures and is uti-
lized in DNN accelerators. There are multiple types of
systolic arrays such as a wavefront array and a tensor pro-
cessing unit (TPU). We implemented a wavefront array and
attack with correlation power analysis (CPA) for revealing
the weight parameters of a DNN model. In other studies
about side-channel analysis against practical DNN acceler-
ator, Dubey et al. applied power-based side-channel analy-
sis to binarized neural networks implemented on FPGA and
proposed the first side-channel countermeasure [12].

In this paper, we implemented two types of systolic
arrays (wavefront array and TPU) as CPA target devices.
We found that the hamming distance CPA attack upon
multiply-accumulate operation strongly depends on the pre-
vious value of the register as our CPA simulation results.
In both architectures of the systolic arrays, weight param-
eters are repeatedly used in matrix calculation, so multiple
CPA attack results can be obtained. We applied an extended
method called “chain CPA” which relies on the CPA results
when the non-zero previous value is stored on the register.
It is noted that the “chain CPA” means a post-processing
method of 1st order CPA. In the CPA attack experiments on
both architectures, more weight parameters were revealed in
chain CPA than the conventional CPA.

The main contributions of this work are as follows.

• We evaluated an MRE attack against two types of sys-
tolic array architecture [13], [15] which was imple-
mented on FPGA. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first successful attack that DNN model pa-
rameters are revealed on the systolic array.

• We simulated CPA against a multiply-accumulate oper-
ation executed in the PEs. Our simulation results sug-
gested that hamming-distance CPA strongly depends
on the value of registers. In the case of systolic array
operation, the same weight parameter can be repeat-
edly attacked on different values. We apply the post-
processing technique called “chain CPA” for selecting
the correct parameter from multiple CPA results.

• An MRE attack using CPA is experimentally per-
formed against two types of systolic arrays. In the
case of wavefront array, chain CPA succeeded to at-
tack to all PEs of the wavefront array and revealed all
weight parameters. In the case of TPU, chain CPA suc-
ceeded to attack seven of nine multiply-accumulations.
It means that chain CPA narrowed the candidates for
three of nine weight parameters down to two patterns
and uniquely revealed the other six of nine weight pa-
rameters.

2. Structure of DNN Accelerator

Matrix multiplication is frequently used in DNN algorithms.
Thus, systolic arrays are designed to execute matrix multi-
plication with high performance and at low power.

We evaluated two types of systolic arrays that calcu-
late the three-by-three matrix dot product, which is shown in
Eq. (1). Where, for example, the calculation of c11 is done
using Eq. (2). When systolic arrays are used as DNN ac-
celerators, matrix a is either input or activation, matrix b is
the weight parameters of the DNN model, which is the ad-
versary’s target, and matrix c is the intermediate value of
the inference process. We assume a typical DNN inference
accelerator for artificial intelligence (AI) edge devices, and
a and b are represented by an 8-bit integer. The calcula-
tion result c is represented by an 18-bit integer to prevent bit
overflow. c11 c12 c13

c21 c22 c23
c31 c32 c33

 =

 a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

 ·
 b11 b12 b13

b21 b22 b23
b31 b32 b33

 (1)

c11 = a11 × b11 + a12 × b21 + a13 × b31 (2)

2.1 Attack Target (1): Wavefront Array

The wavefront array proposed by Kung [15] is a systolic ar-
ray architecture and is used as a DNN accelerator [14]. The
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a PE is placed as
an array and inputs and outputs of each PE are connected
to adjacent PEs. A PE is composed of an adder, multiplier,
and registers. The PE receives an a and b from the upper
and left PEs, respectively. These matrix elements are used
in the multiplication and transferred to the right and bottom
PEs through registers areg and breg. A register creg accumu-
lates the multiplication result. Each PE performs a multiply-
accumulate operation in the corresponding position. For ex-
ample, PE11 calculates Eq. (2) sequentially by using three
clocks, as shown in Eq. (3). The PEs share the same weight
parameter in each column. For example, the weight param-
eter b11 is used in PE11, PE21, and PE31 and is multiplied
by a11, a21, and a31.

Fig. 1 Architecture of wavefront array.
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Fig. 2 Architecture of TPU.

ct+1
reg (PE11) = 0 (t = 0)

ct+1
reg (PE11) = a11 × b11 + ct

reg(PE11)
= a11 × b11 + 0 (t = 1)

ct+1
reg (PE11) = a12 × b21 + ct

reg(PE11)
= a12 × b21 + a11 × b11 (t = 2)

ct+1
reg (PE11) = a13 × b31 + ct

reg(PE11)
= a13 × b31 + a12 × b21 + a11 × b11 (t = 3)

(3)

2.2 Attack Target (2): Tensor Processing Unit

The tensor processing unit (TPU) proposed by Jouppi et al.
is a systolic array architecture [13]. The architecture is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2, where a PE is placed as an array, and in-
puts and outputs of each PE are connected to adjacent PEs.
Each PE receives and holds the corresponding b into breg
before calculation. A PE receives a partial sum c and an
input a from the left and upper PEs, respectively. The in-
put a is used in the calculation and transferred to the bot-
tom PEs through register areg. A register creg transfers the
partial sum a × b + c to the right PE. The PE in each row
performs the multiply-accumulate operation on the corre-
sponding row. For example, PE11, PE12, and PE13 are used
to calculate Eq. (2) sequentially by using three clocks, as
shown in Eq. (4). The weight parameters are not transferred
when calculating but are reused for sequentially multiplied
by a. For example, the weight parameter b11, which is stored
in PE11, is sequentially multiplied by a11, a21, and a31.

creg(PE11) = a11 × b11 + 0 (t = 1)
creg(PE12) = a12 × b21 + creg(PE11)

= a12 × b21 + a11 × b11 (t = 2)
creg(PE13) = a13 × b31 + creg(PE12)

= a13 × b31 + a12 × b21 + a11 × b11 (t = 3)
(4)

3. Threat Model

3.1 Scenario

We assume that the adversary’s target is an AI edge device.
The device is equipped with a systolic array as a DNN ac-
celerator. Figure 3 shows the scenario of an MRE attack.

Fig. 3 Scenario of MRE attack.

We assume that the trained DNN model is encrypted and
stored in the parameter storage before shipping. The en-
crypted DNN model in the parameter storage is decrypted
in the DNN accelerator chip. Thus, the adversary cannot re-
veal the DNN model parameters by reading the parameter
storage directly or by memory bus snooping [8]. However,
the DNN model parameters are decrypted during the oper-
ation and are vulnerable to side-channel attacks against the
DNN accelerator chip.

3.2 Adversary’s Capability

• An adversary can input any data into the DNN ac-
celerator: Note that the adversary does not need to
know any output data and/or output probability.

• The adversary knows the target DNN accelerator
architecture: The adversary needs to be able to cal-
culate the register values of each PE. The architecture
will be known if the open-source or standard hardware
architecture is used in the DNN accelerator.

• The adversary knows the DNN model architecture:
The adversary knows the DNN model architecture
other than weight parameters. It includes the number of
layers and nodes, type of activations, batch normaliza-
tion and bias parameters depending on the DNN mod-
els. These conditions are advantageous for the attacker,
however, some of the parameters can be known when
the well-known architectures are applied as a DNN
model.

4. Attack Methodology

4.1 Correlation Power Analysis

CPA was proposed by Brier et al. [16] and is a typical and
powerful method of revealing a cryptographic key by us-
ing the power consumption during the cryptographic circuit
operation. We use CPA to reveal weight parameters from
the target DNN model. An adversary uses the correlation
between the power consumption and intermediate value or
transition on the circuit node. For example, a register con-
sumes power when the value transitions from 0 to 1 or 1 to
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0 at the clock edge. Thus, the register’s power consumption
depends on the hamming distance (HD) of the bit transition.
CPA for MRE attacks uses the bit transitions of the regis-
ter, which stores intermediate results when the result of the
multiply-accumulate operation is updated.

In this study, we applied CPA to the creg register shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 for revealing each DNN parameter b. These
systolic arrays have different PE architecture but the adver-
sary can attack with the same procedure when they focus on
the creg register. The attack procedure is as follows. The
adversary chooses a target PE and focuses on its creg as a
target register. First, the adversary inputs random numbers
an(0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1) into the DNN accelerator N-times and
observes power consumption Pn(0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1). The ad-
versary assumes 256 types (0x00 to 0xff) of 8-bit integer bi
candidates and predicts all patterns of the transition of the
target register from ct

reg to ct+1
reg . The transition of creg is rep-

resented by Eqs. (3), (4). The adversary calculates ˆHDn,bi

for all an and bi (Eq. (5)). Finally, the adversary calculates
the correlation coefficient between these ˆHDn,bi and power
trace Pn (Eq. (6)). The estimated parameter b̂ is an argument
of the maximum |ρ(bi)| (Eq. (7)).

As shown in Eqs. (3) and (4), the register transition is
dependent on the previous calculation result. The adversary
knows that the register is initialized by zero, and there is one
unknown parameter when t = 1. If the adversary identifies
the weight parameter at t = 1, there is one unknown param-
eter when t = 2. Therefore, the adversary can reveal the
unknown parameters used in the multiply-accumulate oper-
ation in order from the first value.

ˆHDn,bi = HD(ct+1
reg , c

t
reg) (5)

ρ(bi) =
ΣN−1

n=0 (Pn − P̄)( ˆHDn,bi −
¯HDbi )√

ΣN−1
n=0 (Pn − P̄)2

√
ΣN−1

n=0 ( ˆHDn,bi −
¯HDn,bi )2

(6)

b̂ = argmax
bi

(|ρ(bi)|) (7)

4.2 CPA Simulation for Multiply-Accumulate Operation

CPA against multiplication is not only used for MRE at-
tacks. Side-channel attacks against pairing-based cryptog-
raphy use hamming-weight-based CPA against multiplica-
tion for revealing secret keys [17], [18]. However, there are
differences between CPA against multiplication on pairing-
based cryptography and on the DNN inference. The sig-
nificant differences are that the DNN inference consists of
arithmetic multiplication rather than modular multiplication
and involves arithmetic addition. These differences provide
different results from existing attacks on cryptographic cir-
cuits. For example, the CPA against the DNN inference is
very sensitive to the noise contained in the signals. We sim-
ulated CPA against the multiply-accumulate operation for
this reason.

The simulation supposes that a PE has a multiplier, an
adder, and a register which stores partial sum. This assump-
tion is common for both systolic arrays. The procedures

Fig. 4 CPA simulation results when HD(a × b + 0, 0).

assume wavefront array but similar results are obtained in
TPU.

This simulation calculates a correlation between
HD(a × btrue + c, c) and HD(a × bcandidates + c, c). Where a
is an input value, b is a weight parameter value, c is a stored
value in creg. The btrue is a target value which assumes the
DNN model parameters, bcandidates are candidate values in
8-bit integer. The range of a and b is an 8-bit integer.

The simulation procedure is as follows. First, we set
the target value by assuming the DNN model parameters.
Second, we calculate the HD for all patterns of the input a
and candidate value bi. The bi is one of the candidate values
from bcandidates.

Third, we calculate the correlation coefficient between
the HD distribution of the target values btrue and bi. Finally,
we evaluate the CPA simulation results using the difference
between the correlation coefficient of each candidate bi and
target value btrue. When bi = btrue, the correlation coefficient
is obviously 1.0.

CPA is successful in deriving the target value when
argmaxbi (|ρ(bi)|) = btrue. The CPA result is robust against
noise when the differences between the correlation coeffi-
cients are significant.

Figure 4 shows the CPA simulation results when the
c = 0 and the target value is 22. For the wavefront array,
this is satisfied when t = 1 in Eq. (3).

CPA is successful in deriving the target value because
the correlation coefficient value of 22 is 1.0, which is the
highest value in all candidates. However, the CPA result
is not robust because the difference between the correlation
coefficient is insignificant. Therefore, if in the noisy exper-
imental environment, the correlation coefficient value of 22
may become lower than that of other candidates. In particu-
lar, a positive 8-bit integer obtained by bit-shifting btrue = 22
(e.g. 11,44,88) has a high correlation value. These HD dis-
tributions of the n-bit shifted candidates are the same as the
btrue when the input is a ≥ 0, as shown in the following
equation.

HW(a × b) = HW(a × (b << n))
= HW((a × b) << n) (8)

where function HW(·) calculates a hamming weight.
For instance of Eq. (9), the following calculations have

the same HW, respectively. Where a = 5 and b =
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Fig. 5 CPA simulation results when HD(a × b + a′ × b′, a′ × b′),
a′ = 8-bit random number, b′ = −73.

11, 22, 44, 88. The same results are obtained for other a ≥ 0.

(5 × 11)10 = (55)10 = (000000110111)2
(5 × 22)10 = (110)10 = (000001101110)2
(5 × 44)10 = (220)10 = (000011011100)2
(5 × 88)10 = (440)10 = (000110111000)2

(9)

Figure 5 shows the CPA simulation results when c =

a′ × −73, a′ = 8-bit random number. For the wavefront
array, this is satisfied when t > 1 in Eq. (3).

CPA is successful in deriving the target value because
the correlation coefficient value of 22 is 1.0, and it is the
highest value. Moreover, the CPA result is robust because
the differences between the highest correlation coefficient
and the others are significant.

These simulations revealed that CPA is very sensitive
to the noise contained in signals when the target operation is
composed of only multiplication due to the difference be-
tween the correlation coefficient of bture and bi being in-
significant. In contrast, CPA is robust when the target oper-
ation is composed of multiplication and addition. The target
operation of an MRE attack is multiply-accumulation, but
the first operation consists of multiplication and zero addi-
tion. Thus, adversaries should note that they may predict the
wrong candidate when the attack is on the first value (e.g.,
t = 1 Eqs. (3) and (4)). Also, the intermediate result of the
latter operations is dependent on the result of the first oper-
ation. The adversary predicts the wrong candidate at latter
operations when they predicts the wrong candidate at the
first operation.

4.3 Chain CPA

In this section, we discuss the CPA against systolic arrays
using a wavefront array as an example. Weight parameters
b are repeatedly used in matrix calculation on the systolic
array, so an adversary can attack multiple times against each
PE.

In the CPA against the first operation of a PE, 28 can-
didate is given as a weight parameter bi, and the candidate
with the largest correlation is selected. Unfortunately, the
correctness of simple CPA is low because the multiplication
and zero addition are operated in the first operation of the
PE. In the case of the second operation of the PE, the result

of the first operation is stored in the register and is added
by the current multiplication result, so the confidence of
CPA results increases. However, the number of second CPA
attack candidates increases as much as 28 times, because
the previous value on the register has 28 variation depend-
ing on the results of the first CPA attack. Considering the
third CPA attack, the number of candidates increases 28×28

times. Hence, the naive multiple CPA calculates 28×28×28

patterns of the combination b11, b21, b31 at attacking against
Eq. (2). There are many combinations, which increase ex-
ponentially depending on the size of the matrix. We ap-
plied a post-processing approach called “chain CPA” for ef-
ficiently reduces the combinations by using the structure of
the multiply-accumulate operation.

In a simple CPA, the candidate with the highest cor-
relation is selected as a correct parameter. As explained
in the previous section, multiple candidates which have the
shifted value of correct one have high correlation when t=1,
so the highest candidate may be a false positive parame-
ter. Then, multiple candidates which have first to Jth high-
est correlation are selected in the chain CPA. For exam-
ple, in the case of Fig. 4, the adversary sets the J = 4 and
chooses candidates 11, 22, 44, 88. When attacking the op-
eration after t = 1, the adversary calculates CPA assuming
each of the J previous candidates. The adversary chooses
one candidate that has the highest correlation coefficient for
each CPA. After CPA is used against the series of calcu-
lations based Eq. (3) or (4), the combination of candidates
that achieves the highest correlation coefficient at the last
operation is selected as the estimated values. Chain CPA
calculates 28 + J × 28 × (3 − 1) patterns of the combination
b11, b21, b31 at attacking against Eq. (2). It means that the
chain CPA calculates correlation against 28 number of can-
didates and reduces the candidates to J, and calculates cor-
relation against 28 number of candidates for each J number
of first value candidates in each remaining calculations.

These combinations depend on J, do not increase expo-
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nentially depending on the size of the matrix. The details of
this attack procedure against PE11 from wavefront array are
given in Algorithm 1.

5. Experiment

5.1 Setup

Figure 6 shows our experimental environment. We imple-
ment two systolic arrays shown in Figs. 1 and 2 to an FPGA
to evaluate CPA and our chain CPA. The target platform is
ZUIHO, which is the side-channel attack standard evalua-
tion board developed by the National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) of Japan. The
target FPGA chip is Xilinx spartan3-A. An oscilloscope
(Agilent Technologies DSO6104A) is used for acquiring
power traces. The power traces were acquired with AC cou-
pling. The goal of our experiment is deriving nine secret
DNN model parameters (b11, b12, . . . , b33). We configured
the target model parameters as follows.

b =

 −92 122 22
−20 −16 46
−104 −73 73

 (10)

We input nine individual 8-bit random numbers (input
a) into the DNN accelerator and acquire 20,000 power traces
from wavefront array and 50,000 power traces from TPU.

Figure 7 shows the mean waveform of these traces from
the wavefront array. Figure 8 shows the mean waveform of
these traces from the TPU. There are power consumption
peaks due to each PE operation. For example, PE11 operates
t = 1, t = 2, and t = 3 at times (1), (2), and (3), as shown in
Fig. 7, referring to the calculation sequence in Eq. (3). Sim-
ilarly, PE11, PE12, PE13 operates t = 1, t = 2, and t = 3
at times (1), (2), and (3), as shown in Fig. 8, referring to the
calculation sequence in Eq. (4).

5.2 MRE Attack with CPA

In this section, we discuss our evaluation of CPA against two
types of the systolic arrays, i.e., wavefront array (Fig. 1) and
TPU (Fig. 2).

Table 1 shows the predicted weight values by CPA
against the wavefront array. The shaded area shows
that the predicted weight value is correct. The adver-
sary succeed to reveal weight parameters when attacks to
PE11, PE12, PE21, PE23, PE31, PE32 and PE33 but revealed
wrong parameters when attacks to the other targets. These
wrong parameters are close to shifted values from the cor-
rect parameters. As described in Sect. 4.2, the measurement
noise may cause incorrect parameters having the highest
correlation coefficient when t = 1, and the strong candidates
are values that shifted from the correct parameter.

Figures 9 and 11 shows the results of CPA with 20,000
power traces for the wavefront array when b11 and b21 at
PE11, and these figures correspond to simulation results in
Figs. 4, 5. Figures 10 and 12 shows the results of CPA for

Fig. 6 Image of our experimental environment.

Fig. 7 Mean waveform of power traces from wavefront array.

Fig. 8 Mean waveform of power traces from TPU.

Table 1 The CPA results for wavefront array.

b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33
Correct -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73

PE11 PE12 PE13
Predicts -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 11 23 36

PE21 PE22 PE23
Predicts -92 -20 -104 61 -8 -36 22 46 73

PE31 PE32 PE33
Predicts -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73

the wavefront array against the number of traces untill 2,000
power traces when b11 and b21 are targeted at PE11. Fig-
ures 9 and 10 shows the CPA evaluation results when the
t = 1 at Eq. (3) and the target value was −92. The correla-
tion coefficient of the btrue and the others are antagonizing.
The reason was introduced in Sect. 4.2.

Figure 10 represent how many traces are need for CPA.
The solid red line which represents correlation coefficient
value of btrue achieves the highest rank when the number
of traces is more than 200 traces, but the red line is close
to other candidates that are represented by gray solid lines
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Fig. 9 Results of CPA against first parameter b11 at PE11. Where HD(a×
b, 0), a =8-bit random number, btrue = −92. They correspond to simulation
results in Fig. 4.

Fig. 10 CPA evaluation results against wavefront array. Where HD(a ×
b, 0), a =8-bit random number, btrue = −92.

even if the number of traces increases. It suggests that an
adversary can reveal bture with 200 traces but the CPA re-
sult is sensitive against measurement noises though a large
number of traces are acquired.

Figure 11 shows the CPA evaluation results when t = 2
in Eq. (3) and the target value was −20. The target calcu-
lation consisted of multiplication and addition where c , 0,
so CPA was robust due to the significant differences between
the highest correlation coefficient and the others.

In Fig. 12, the solid red line was achieved the highest
rank before 100 traces and the difference between the red
line and gray lines is wide. It shows that an adversary can
reveal btrue by less than 100 traces and the CPA result is
robust against measurement noises.

If the adversary selects the incorrect value at t = 1,
they also predicts the incorrect values at t > 1 because the
multiply-accumulate process depends on the previously se-
lected parameter b (Eq. (3)). For example, as shown in the
PE13 cells of Table 1, the target value was b31 = 22 but the
wrong candidate 11 achieved the highest correlation coeffi-
cient value.

Table 2 shows the predicted weight values by
CPA against the TPU. The shaded area shows that
the predicted weight value is correct. The adversary
succeed to reveal weight parameters when attacks to
PE11−13, PE21−23, PE31−33 with a11−13, PE21−23 with a21−23
and PE11−13 with a31−33 but revealed wrong parameters
when attacks to the other targets. These wrong parameters
are close to shifted values from the correct parameters.The
correlation coefficient graph of TPU were similar to that of
wavefront array which was shown in Figs. 9–12.

Fig. 11 Results of CPA against second parameter b21 at PE11. Where
HD(a × b + c, c), a, a′ =8-bit random numbers, btrue = −20, c = a′ × −92.
They correspond to simulation results in Fig. 5.

Fig. 12 CPA evaluation results against wavefront array. Where HD(a ×
b + c, c), a, a′ =8-bit random numbers, btrue = −20, c = a′ × −92.

5.3 MRE Attack with Chain CPA

In this section, we discuss our evaluation of chain CPA
against two types of the systolic arrays, i.e., wavefront ar-
ray (Fig. 1) and TPU (Fig. 2).

Table 3 shows the predicted weight values by chain
CPA against the wavefront array. The shaded area shows
that the predicted weight value is correct. The adversary
was able to reveal all nine of the target weight parameters
with chain CPA. As shown in Table 1, the reason why CPA
predicts incorrect (shifted) weight parameters is that the ad-
versary selects the incorrect value at t = 1. Comparing the
results in the Table 3 and Table 1, chain CPA can predict
correct weight parameters even if the incorrect candidate
achieved the highest correlation coefficient at t = 1.

Table 4 shows the predicted weight values by
CPA against the TPU. The shaded area shows that
the predicted weight value is correct. The adver-
sary succeed to reveal weight parameters when attacks
to PE11−13, PE21−23, PE31−33 with a11−13, PE21−23, PE31−33
with a21−23 or a31−33 but revealed wrong parameters when
attacks to the other targets. These wrong parameters are
close to shifted values from the correct parameters.

The chain CPA succeeded in attacking with more tar-
gets than CPA, it shows that the chain CPA mitigates the
effect of measurement noises in the calculation t = 1. How-
ever, the cell that attacked PE11−13 with a21−23 is succeeded
by CPA but failed by chain CPA.
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Table 2 The CPA results for TPU.
b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33

Correct -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73
Predicts PE11−13 PE21−23 PE31−33

with a11−13 -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73
Predicts PE11−13 PE21−23 PE31−33

with a21−23 -46 -10 -52 122 -16 -72 11 23 37
Predicts PE11−13 PE21−23 PE31−33

with a31−33 -92 -20 -104 61 -8 -36 11 23 36

Table 3 The chain CPA results for wavefront array.

b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33
Correct -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73

PE11 PE12 PE13
Predicts -92 -20 -104 122 -16 73 22 46 73

PE21 PE22 PE23
Predicts -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73

PE31 PE32 PE33
Predicts -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73

Table 4 The chain CPA results for TPU.
b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33

Correct -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73
Predicts PE11−13 PE21−23 PE31−33

with a11−13 -92 -20 -104 122 -16 -73 22 46 73
Predicts PE11−13 PE21−23 PE31−33

with a21−23 -23 -5 -26 122 -16 -72 22 46 73
Predicts PE11−13 PE21−23 PE31−33

with a31−33 -23 -5 -26 122 -16 -73 22 46 73

5.4 Discussion

Our experimental results indicate that the adversary can de-
rive all the secret DNN model parameters through CPA and
chain CPA against systolic arrays. We indicated the register
creg, which stores the intermediate result of the calculation,
has information leakage about the secret weight parameter.
In principle, the adversary can attack a larger systolic ar-
ray with a similar procedure. A systolic array has various
derivations, but the adversary can attack in a similar proce-
dure if these architectures have registers that store accumu-
lated results such as creg and the adversary can calculate the
register transitions. When the acquired trace is too noisy, the
adversary can improve the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio by ac-
quiring more traces or using EM analysis. In particular, EM
analysis can focus on the power consumption of a specific
PE and may have advantages for a larger systolic array.

In the MRE attack scenario, the adversary has the edge
AI with secret weight parameters, and he try to reveal pa-
rameters by the MRE using CPA. In order to accomplish
practical MRE attacks, the adversary have to verify the cor-
rectness of weight parameters obtained by CPA. It is an im-
portant and a difficult challenge, because the adversary may
get incorrect parameters, or want to distinguish which of
two candidates of revealed weight parameters are correct as
shown in our experimental results. In principle, the verifi-
cation process can be carried out as follows. At first, the
adversary set the obtained parameters on another edge AI

device as a test device. Secondly, he should compare the
inference-output results from the target device and that from
the test device. Lastly, if the identical results are output from
these two devices when any inputs are supplied, the param-
eters set on the test device may be correct. Although, to
the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies to
confirm whether each weight parameter on two devices are
identical from input-output pair data. These are important
future research topics to establish the verification method of
the candidate parameters.

It is necessary to introduce countermeasures for pre-
venting an adversary from using the correlation between the
power consumption of the circuit and register transition to
protect DNN model parameters. The main idea of a coun-
termeasure is to make it difficult for the adversary to predict
the intermediate value of the operation or observe the corre-
lation between the power consumption of the circuit and in-
termediate value. The simple idea is that the creg of each PE
is initialized by a random value through a dedicated path. It
is easy to apply to the TPU since the calculation result is not
dependent on the initial value of creg. However, ingenuity
is required to apply such a countermeasure to the wavefront
array due to the calculation result changes depending on the
initial value of creg.

Batina et al. mentioned the shuffling technique as a
countermeasure [9]. In a multiply-accumulate operation, the
result of the operation does not change even if the order of
addition is changed. The operation of each element of the
matrix is also an independent. The shuffling can reduce the
threat of CPA, but the adversary can attack even if the coun-
termeasure is applied when the adversary has enough power
traces.

Dubey et al. introduced a countermeasure against CPA
to a binarized DNN accelerator [12]. The countermeasure
is roughly divided masking and hiding. The masking tech-
nique separates the input a from the share a − r and r by
a random number r. The operation result of the share is
summed after two multiply-accumulate operations for each
and the effect of r disappears. The adversary cannot pre-
dict the intermediate value of the multiply-accumulate oper-
ation due to the unknown r. However, the countermeasure
requires two calculations and summations, and the latency
increases more than doubles. The hiding technique applies
a complementary circuit, such as a wave dynamic differen-
tial logic (WDDL) [21], to the leaky operation. The WDDL
breaks the link between the power consumption of the de-
vices and processed data values, and the adversary cannot
observe the correlation. However, the countermeasure re-
quires a larger circuit than the original.

There are countermeasures to protect the parameters by
applying the homomorphic encryption scheme [19], [20].
However, these schemes require an extremely high process-
ing performance and are unsuitable for an edge device (low-
power and low-cost device).

These countermeasures have pros and cons, and we
should carefully evaluate the effect of a countermeasure and
the implementation cost. The tamper resistance of a DNN
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accelerator may be more improved by combining multiple
countermeasures.

6. Conclusion

A DNN accelerator is important for an AI application that
is executed on an edge device. AI edge devices should be
robust against hardware-oriented attacks. Thus, the study of
tamper-resistant DNN accelerator hardware is required for
protecting the DNN model, which is important intellectual
property.

In this paper, we measured information leakage from
two types of systolic arrays that are used for the matrix mul-
tiplication unit in DNN processors. We demonstrated that
an adversary can apply correlation power analysis (CPA)
to MRE attack which reveals weight parameters of a DNN
model from the systolic array.

We simulated CPA against PEs, which are elements of
a systolic array. CPA is very sensitive to the noise contained
in signals when the target operation is composed of only
multiplication. However, it is robust when the target oper-
ation is composed of multiplication and addition. The in-
termediate result of the latter operations is dependent on the
result of the first operation. We found that CPA against the
first calculation is sensitive to the measurement noises by
the results of simulations. Thus, an adversary predicts the
wrong candidate during latter operations when they predicts
the wrong candidate during the first operation.

We applied an extended method of CPA called “chain
CPA” for mitigating the problem in the normal CPA. Chain
CPA efficiently reduces the combinations of the brute force
CPA by using the structure of the multiply-accumulate op-
eration in systolic arrays. While the computational cost of
the brute force CPA increases exponentially depending on
the size of the matrix, the computational cost of chain CPA
is several times that of the simple CPA. The adversary can
mitigate the noise sensitivity of CPA against the first opera-
tion by using chain CPA.

From the experimental results of normal CPA against
systolic arrays, the attack estimates the correct parameter on
seven of nine PEs on the wavefront array, and five of nine
multiply-accumulations on the TPU. The reason why CPA
predicted the wrong candidates was that the adversary pre-
dicts the wrong (shifted) candidate during the first operation.
Since the second calculation depends on the first calculation,
if the adversary estimates the wrong weight parameter at the
first calculation, the adversary estimates the wrong parame-
ters at the subsequent calculations.

In the result of chain CPA against the wavefront array,
the adversary succeeded and revealed correct parameters on
all PEs. The chain CPA revealed correct weight parameters
even if the wrong candidate achieved the highest correla-
tion coefficient at t = 1. In the result of chain CPA against
the TPU, the adversary succeeded to attack seven of nine
multiply-accumulations. The adversary narrowed the can-
didates for three of nine weight parameters down to two
patterns and revealed the other six of nine weight param-

eters. These results are improved compared to the normal
CPA, which indicates that chain CPA mitigates the problem
of CPA against systolic arrays.

Our experimental results show that an adversary can
reveal trained model parameters from a DNN accelerator
even if the DNN model parameters in the off-chip bus are
protected with data encryption. This suggests that counter-
measures against side-channel leaks are important for im-
plementing a DNN accelerator on an FPGA or ASIC.
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